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Karen Brighton 

After a foundation course and a fine art degree I studied for an MA at the University 
of Gloucestershire, and now in my third year as a professional artist, am represented 
by galleries in Somerset, the Cotswolds, Warwickshire and London, more recently my 
work has been accepted by the Royal Academy (West). 
 
My paintings aim to capture the dynamics of London's anonymous city crowds. 
Groups of figures play on the eye forming rhythmical patterns of movement.  My view 
is as if through the lens of a camera compressing the image as a way of                       
understanding something very contemporary about the visual world. I have been   
influenced by scenes from the past and everyday life – crowds waiting for a train, 
queues at the cinema, footage from old films, the camera at war and events through 
the centuries. Images which can be bustling and claustrophobic, yet sometimes 
threatening and brooding. 

I often view from above, studying images through glass and rain, exploring the legibility of the image degraded by 
distortion. And with the use of little colour (my palette usually starts with ultramarine blue, raw sienna and raw umber 
to create some lovely dark browns and khaki greens, then I often add a touch of colour when applying the white/cream 
lights, a red or burnt sienna); oil paint is applied to canvas, using rags and  brushes, working the paint across the canvas, 
leaving surface traces of physical movement and energy. 
 
With the use of colour I have tried to reflect the reality of city images; often very little colour, it could be winter on the 
city streets in some paintings, or early morning sunlight in others. I use oil and mixed media, often applying the paint 
with rags, working the paint across the canvas, scratching and rubbing into it, leaving surface traces of  physical       
movement and energy. Marks taken separately look undistinguishable, but collectively, because of their  relationship to 
each other, are recognisable as being figurative. 
  
Influences: 
Artists/poets who have been interested in the freedom in the city and in the anonymity of the crowd. Hamilton,        
Beckmann, Lowry and Baudelaire, the French art critic and poet who said, "the modern artist should set up his house 
amidst the ebb and flow of the metropolitan crowd, to become one with the crowd as though it were an  immense       
reservoir of electrical energy". 



 

City Rhythms I 

Oil on  canvas         unframed size:0cm x 50cm                                                                                      £950 



 

Piccadilly II 

Oil on  canvas             framed size: 92.5cm x 88cm                                                                                 £1,950                                                                                                                           



London Crowds I 

Oil on canvas  unframed size: 80cm x 70cm                                                                                                    £1,650 



Quirky Crowds 

Oil on canvas  unframed size: 65cm x 50cm                                                                                                     £.1,250 





 
 

 
Alicia is a fine artist who paints contemporary cityscapes. Her work has been 
exhibited extensively throughout the UK, America, France, Canada and Holland, 
and she is held in many private collections all over the world. Galleries in London, 
Paris and Edinburgh currently represent her. She was born in 1979 in Scunthorpe, 
North Lincolnshire and studied at the Birmingham Institute of Art and Design, 
UCE, graduating in 2001 

The artist was shortlisted and a prize winner in the 2010 Lynn Painter-Stainers 
Prize. She was also shortlisted for the prestigious Celeste Art Prize in 2006, and 
received the George Jackson Travel Award 2001 and the Associated Architects 

Purchase Award in the same year. She has also been extensively reviewed in the British Press including the 
Independent’s ‘Top 5 Artists to Invest’, ‘Who to invest in Art’ in Esquire Magazine, Fused Magazine, the cover feature of 
City Living, and has been included in the NY Arts Magazine. Throughout Dubnyckyj’s career, her paintings have also 
featured in a number of television programmes, including Channel 4′s Ideas Factory. Collectors include Nicky Wire (of 
the Manic Street Preachers), George Boetang (footballer), Paul Bradley (actor) and the Princess of Kuwait, who flew 
the artist to Kuwait to produce large scale commissioned paintings of the City for their private collection 

She employs a jigsaw-like technique to create flat forms in rich gloss paint on board to suggest a modern global 
aesthetic, while photography and various digital processes are used to gather the raw materials prior to painting. Her 
complex detailing of the semiotics of the city with its iconic buildings and city structures, enable the artist to develop a 
new formal language of expression that represents her personal relationship towards the metropolis. Alicia reveals 
the true essence of place and demonstrates that the facade of glossy high rise living cannot eliminate the unique 
quality that each city holds. 

Alicia aims to transfer her appreciation of architecture into a composition that can also evoke an emotive state, linking 
to the city in question. Her process derives from a notion of personal space within any major city (in that one tends to 
feel cramped), hence producing her technique of using digital technology to produce an image which is seen as small 
abstracted shapes close up, with the full image only really viewed once the viewer stands back. 

.  

Alicia Dubnyckyj 



 

Piccadilly Circus 

Gloss paint on board                 Unframed size: 122cm x 91cm                                                                                                                                   £4,195                    



St Paul’s Chrysler at night VI, New York 

Gloss paint on board     unframed size: 61cm x 91cm             £2,950 Gloss paint on board       unframed size: 61cm x 91cm         £2,950 



 

Gooderheim building 

Gloss Paint on board                 Unframed size: 122cm x 91cm                                                                                           £4,195         



Southbank at night 

Gloss paint on board             Unframed size: 60cm x 75cm                     £2,495 



Westminster III 

Gloss paint on board               Unframed size: 60cm x 50cm                                                    £1,995 



 
  
 
 
 
Sam s a Brighton based artist. He studied visual and performing art at Brighton                       
University and travelled the world, publishing three albums as a member of the 
band Clearlake. He is a founder member of The Fortune Cats Art collective which     
has produced a developing series of acclaimed indoor and outdoor installations and 
performances internationally since 2007. 
 
Sam works in oil paint and looks at the human environment, predominantly street 
scenes, exploring the effects of strong light and dark in the life around him. Often 
with the light source directly behind the subject, Sam's paintings are graphic 
representations of human figures. Recently the buildings have faded into the 
background somewhat or disappeared from the visual plane entirely leaving the 
shapes of the people to tell their stories which sometimes almost fade away in the 
intense light. 

 
Sam trained under former tutor at Goldsmith's College, Sam Rabin, and exhibits regularly in Brighton and 
galleries across the country. 
 
“What a wonderful thing painting is: personal notation of a series of conscious and unconscious choices, up on 
the wall for all to see." - The artist.  

Sam Hewitt 



 

Main Square (large) 

 Oil on canvas    Framed size: 125cm x 95cm                                                                                                                                      £2,450 



 

Church Road Cafe  Nero Main Square (medium) 

Oil on canvas     framed size:73cm x 103cm             £1,250        Oil on canvas     framed size: 64cm x 80cm                                    £925        



 

      Main Square Study 

South Bank 

Oil on canvas   framed size:99cm x 70cm                                                  £1,245      

Oil on canvas   framed size: 58cm x 58cm                                                   £715        



FRANK KEILY 

 
 

 

Frank's latest screenprints are a graphic series highlighting London's icons, such as the famous 
red bus and post boxes.  A one man show at London's Bankside gallery this Summer was        
followed by the inclusion of one of Franks limited editions, 'Pablo's mini, Blue (which can be 
seen in our browser) at this years Summer exhibition at the Royal Academy.  His cool iconic 
style led this piece to be one of the top selling editioned items in the show. 

Born in Ireland, Frank Kiely works between Dublin and London. After graduating from the   
Royal College of Art in 2002 he has exhibited widely in Britain and Ireland. His work can be 
found in various collections including Trinity College Dublin, University College Dublin, Clifford 
Chance and BP Intl.  He is an associate member of The Royal Society of Painter-Printmakers. 

“forming memoirs of my London journey, my work is autobiographical, illustrated by my use of London icons such as 
red pillar boxes, telephone boxes and buses. These icons serve as a constant reminder of where you are and are used 
iconographically in the work. The works are coded stories of my experiences and relationships. These narratives might 
not be important to the viewer but their authenticity sets the images up like a piece of instrumental music. Anyone can 
bring their own life experience and associations to the work and, in doing so, it becomes their own." 

An example of this can be seen in the Screenprint 'Bow Street', which features Bow Street's magistrates  court to the 
right, where  hearings were held for suffragettes such as Emmeline Pankhurst, charged with involvement in incitement 
to 'rush the house of commons'.  To reference this, Frank has included an A board with 'Votes for Women', along with 
C33 on the car registration plate, which was Oscar Wilde's cell number, sentenced for 2 years at Bow Street. 



Luas Place 

Digital giclee on paper    unframed: size: 53.5cm x 78cm                                                                                                                                                   £500 



Fleet Street 

 

Original silkscreen     framed size: 80cm x 65cm                                                                                                  £950 



From Bow Street 

Original silkscreen                 framed size: 88cm x 70cm                                                                                                                             £1,250 



Mini at Queensway (Red) framed size: 53cm x 49cm £700   

 

Mini at Queensway (Pink) framed size: 53cm x 49cm £700 

Morris Minor unframed size 44cm x 48cm  £600 

 



Holborn Flowers 

Digital giclee on paper                      framed size: 86cm x 66cm                                                                                                              £650 



Bookland original silkscreen  framed size: 49cm x 39cm  £290 Theatreland  original silkscreen framed size: 49cm x 39cm £290     

Oxo  original silkscreen framed size: 36cm x 36cm £285 





 

Brendan Neiland is one of Britains foremost and contemporary painters and printmakers 
represented in major museums and galleries worldwide including, in Britain, The         
Victoria and Albert Museum, The Tate Gallery London, The Collections of the British 
Council and the Arts Council of Great Britain. 

He has created some of the most memorable images of modern metropolitan existence. 
His work has been commissioned by leading commercial companies, public service        
institutions and education establishments and has been the subject of several television 
documentaries and video programmes. 

Informed by the practice of photography yet influenced by a sense of the poetics of lights and pictorial structure 
which can be related to the work of Braque or Magritte, Corot or Vermeer, the art of Brendan Neiland is eloquent 
of the enigma of existence as it has been manifest in the modern era.  His research leads to a series of drawings 
that formulate and define the imagery. These drawings then become the templates or masks through which the 
paintings are sprayed. In this way Brendan can build layers of glazing an uninterrupted surface save for changes 
in hue tone and structure. 

At once intimate and grand, celebratory and melancholy, his work often features the soaring glass and steel   
structures typical of the era’s corporate architecture. At the same time, the work embraces a range of spiritual 
matters. Able to convey the depths of longing contained within a moments reflection – in the mystery of mirrored 
light, held in creative equipoise between worlds of culture and nature, technology and spirit – Brendan Neiland is 
an artist whose work appeals to both the public and private realm. 

 During his extensive travels around Europe Brendan has studied closely the interiors of Vermeer in Amsterdam 
the extravagance of Gaudi in Barcelona as well as the black intensity of Goya in Madrid. These influences together 
with a preoccupation for the industrial aspects of Britain help Brendan in encouraging people to reappraise their 
environments and feel a greater sense of involvement in them. 

Brendan Neiland 



The Big Apple Manhattan 

Original silkscreen   unframed size:60.5cm x 84.5cm   £780                                         Original silkscreen  unframed size: 60.5cm x 84.5cm  £780 



 
 
 
Andrew Roberts was born in Somerset in 1973. Having health difficulties from birth 
drawing and painting was seen as a therapeutic tool only, but it actually revealed 
some latent ability. A life and career path was therefore cemented well before going to 
Brighton to study Fine Art at Masters’ level. Andrew is now based in West Sussex and 
painting from a studio in his garden. 
 
Describing himself as a modern day impressionist and a romantic painter by nature, 
he observes the close at hand world of urban settings and draws on the influences of 
film and photography. Painting in Oils and searching out narratives that naturally oc-

cur in the small interactions between people within every-day moments. Locating shared views of shared experiences 
in shared spaces. The dramatic light that plays on the many surfaces and can engulf the people in the scene brings 
playfulness to these images of normalcy and carries them into a remarkable state. They transcend the everyday to a 
place of memory and nostalgia. As in a dream there is a gentle atmosphere; places become as a half remembered 
memory of happy times. 
 
“In my work I like to use the transformative qualities of sunlight, particularly when it challenges established views of 
what is beautiful. I strive to find the universal themes in life and am interested in the shared experiences of unconnect-
ed people. My work is figurative and suggestive but what I am striving for is that looseness of description which paint 
can do so well. Painting is a challenge and working on location from life establishes the feel of the painting which, with 
luck allows it to keep its freshness and movement”. 
 
Andrew has exhibited within Europe and across the UK. He exhibits regularly in the south east of the country and is 
held in private collections throughout the UK, Canada and Scotland. 
 
Previous shows and Exhibitions 
2011-Chelsea Art Society Annual Exhibition /2011-RA Summer Exhibition/2011-'UrbanThemes' Wills art 
2011-Brompton Hospital, 8 works/2011-AAF Battersea/2011-RBA, annual Mall Galleries/2011-INTERIORS, Wills Art 

Andrew Roberts 



St Pancras international station Away to Paris—St Pancras station 

Oil on board     framed size: 44cm x 50cm                                        £950 Oil on board    framed size: 44cm x 50cm                                        £950 



Ready for 2012—St Pancras International 

Oil on Board                     Framed  size: 49cm x 44cm                                                                                                                 £950.00                                 



Parliament buildings—before being moved on End of  day—Parliament buildings 

Oil on board       framed size: 49cm x 44cm                           £950 Oil on board        framed size: 50cm x 44cm                          £950 



Putney Bridge– Night Lights Putney Bridge—Clearing Sky 

 Oil on board    ramed size: 35cm x 30cm                                 £450 Oil on board     framed size: 35cm x 30cm                             £450 





 
 

 

 

Robert moved to London in 1988 to study for a Masters            
Degree entitled: 'The Illustration and Rendering of        
Architectural Spaces' at London University. Prior to that 
he had studied at Batley Art College and worked for     
several years as an Architectural Illustrator. 
 
A member of the Royal Institute of Oil Painters, ROI,    
Federation of British Artists (RBA) and a Fellow of the 
Chartered Society of Designers (FCSD), Robert was 
awarded the Daler Rowley Prize in 2007 and Presidents 
Choice RBA in 2006. 
 

Roberts work was included in the Royal Academy Summer exhibition in 2003/2004/2005/2006 and 2009, the 
NEAC in 2003/2004/2005 and 2007, the ROI in 2006/2007 and 2008 and the RBA in 2006/2007 and 2008. 

He makes sketches before returning to the studio to paint, although the smaller pieces are painted directly from 
the subject, at all times of year and in all weather. He is keen to depict every city from a different angle, seeking 
out the less familiar perspective of familiar scenes and encouraging the viewer to look into the corners that might 
otherwise be overlooked. 
 
 
 

Above: Chelsea Embankment  Oil on Canvas   Image Size: 40.5cm x 40.5cm  Framed Price:£1,850 

ROBERT WELLS  ROI, RBA 



 

St Martins II 

Oil on Canvas       unframed size: 122cm x  91.5cm                                                                                                              framed price £5,200 



 

                                       Tower Bridge 

Oil on Canvas   unframed size:122cm x 91.5cm                                                                                                                framed price £5,200 



Royal Exchange 

Oil on canvas      unframed size: 92cm x 92cm                                                 framed price £4,200 



Trafalgar Square 

Oil on Canvas        unframed size: 92cm x 61cm                            framed price £3,600 



 

Mansion House Eros 

Oil on Canvas  35.5cm x 46.5cm  framed price £1,850 Oil on Canvas   35.5cm x 46.5cm  framed price £1,850 

Oil on Canvas    46.5cm x 35.5cm         framed price £1,850 

St Martins I 



Ludgate Hill, St Paul’s 

Oil on canvas    unframed size:61cm x 61cm                                                                   Framed price: £3,200 



 

Blackfriars 

Chelsea Embankment 

Oil on  Canvas   unframed size:: 40.5cm x 41cm        framed price: £1,850.00                                                                                                         

Oil on Canvas                46cm x 27cm                                                                                                                             £1.500 
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